Ospa PowerSwim 2

Athletic counter-current swimming at home

Your personal workout station
	Professional training options
Health through active wellness
Recommended by professional athletes

Train like the pros

The versatile

Effective, peak level long course training

unlimited swimming experience

PowerSwim 2
The athletic challenge for anyone who wants
to train, keep fit or just stay healthy. The uniform current of the PowerSwim 2 produces a
natural swimming feel that sets it apart from

Laura Philipp,
4th place Ironman Hawaii and German 70.3
Triathlon Champion on Ospa PowerSwim:

"During my first test swim, I was

other systems. Using the adjustable ball jets,
the current can be optimally customized.

Regular training enlarges heart volume, reduces heart rate and causes the heart to
work more efficiently. In addition, the water pressure makes inhaling more
difficult, which trains the respiratory musculature, not to mention the beneficial
massage effect attributed to the water.

surprised by the even and powerful current of the Ospa PowerSwim. It felt like real long-distance training. A variety of training
programs enable an effective workout
and interval training. We experimented
with different numbers and positions of
jets. The diversity of Ospa PowerSwim's
options is fascinating.

"

Customized training levels

There's no substitute for power

In connection with Ospa BlueControl® , the
entire Ospa PowerSwim family makes it possible
for you to create your own customized training
plan: Save up to 6 personalized training
programs, each with 5 successive power
stages of customizable strength and duration.

The powerful PowerSwim 2 counter-current
swimming system transforms the pool into an
endless swimming channel. In the ideal swimming
range, the current impulse equals many times
that of conventional counter-current systems.
Even the most ambitious athletes will get their
money's worth.

For athletes, beginners and the
entire family
The power of the counter-current system is
individually controllable. In addition to the athletic
challenge, there is no shortage of relaxed swimming and family fun.

Ospa PowerSwim 2

The customized counter-current system

PowerSwim 2

The powerful PowerSwim 2 transforms your swimming pool into a
swimming channel that is as wide as it is powerful. The continuously
variable Ospa-PowerSwim 2 provides for relaxed and natural swimming
for the entire family, as well as powerful counter-current swimming for
ambitious swimmers.

Regular swimming is healthy and keeps you fit

In connection with Ospa-BlueControl® , 6 training
programs can be saved
Speed-controlled pumps with frequency converters save on energy costs

2 adjustable ball jets
	
Operated via Ospa Sensor button
	With Ospa BlueControl®, 6 customized training
programs can be saved
	
Energy-efficient, 4.0 kW FC pump
Suitable for all pool types
Hair-safe suction covers
	Automatic hygiene flushing in connection with
Ospa BlueControl®
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